Abstract. This short paper describes the simulation results obtained with the elasto-hysteresis model implemented in the finite element software Herezh++ and compares them with the experimental data of the Roundrobin SMA Modelling benchmark.
The elastohysteresis model
As proposed in [1, 2] , the permanence of the simultaneous existence of reversible processes and hysteresis in the thermomechanical behaviour of shape memory alloys suggests to express the total stress σ as the addition of two partial stresses, the first σ r being hyperelastic while the second one is related to hysteresis of elastoplastic type [3] [4] [5] . A 1-D illustration of the "elastohysteresis model" is shown in figure 1a . In the present work, the partial hyperelastic stress tensor is calculated from the hyperelastic potential proposed by Orgéas [6, 7] , which leads in the 1-D case (shear test) to the stress-strain curve shown in figure 1b. In the case of shape memory alloys [2] , the potential ω = ω(V, Q ε , ϕ ε ) is expressed as function of 3 invariants of the Almansi strain tensor: the relative variation of volume V, the intensity of the deviatoric deformation Q ε , and ϕ ε a measure of the angle giving the direction of the deformation tensor in the deviatoric plane. The hysteresis is described by an incremental model of hypoelastic type :σ = 2µD + βφ∆ t Rσ and an algorithm to manage discrete memory points σ R introduced by P.Guélin [3] and used in the model.D is the deviatoric strain rate tensor and ∆σ = σ(t) − σ R . More details can be found in [2, [4] [5] [6] 9] . Figures 1b-e show the meaning of the parameters used in this work.
Process to parameter identification
Firstly, eight parameters independent of the temperature are used in this model, including 6 parameters involved in the hyperelastic potential and 2 parameters of the hysteresis scheme. The 6 parameters independent of the temperature of the hyperelastic potential (cf. fig. 1 b ) are: the 3 slopes: µ 1 µ 2 µ 3 , the 2 curvatures for the transitions: α 1 α 2 and the bulk modulus K. The 2 hysteresis parameters indepedent of the temperature (cf. fig. 1 c ) are: the initial slope µ and the Prager parameter np which controls the transition to the saturation of the hypoelastic scheme). The bulk modulus K is chosen from the literature. The 7 other parameters independent of the temperature are determined from one isothermal tensile test performed at a temperature above Af. Secondly, three parameters of the elastohysteresis model are dependent on the temperature, i.e. two parameters of the hyperelastic potential (Q s (T ) and Q e (T ) and one parameter of the hysteresis scheme Q 0 (T ). The evolutions of these parameters with the temperature are determined from isothermal tensile tests at different temperatures and from physical considerations. The evolution of Q s (T ) described in fig. 1 d involves 4 parameters, including T 0rev dQ s /dT Q smaxi and α. Parameter α obeys the Clausius Clapeyron relation. The evolution of Q e (T ) is such that Q e (T ) = Q e0 + (Q s − Q s (273))/(3. * h 1 * (µ 3 + µ 2 )) with h 1 = 1.2 . The evolution of the hysteresis width Q 0 (T ) is described here by the function presented in table 1.
To take into account the tension-compression asymmetry [8, 10] , and more generally the dependence of the transformation stress on the 3D loading type (shear, tension, compression ), 3 parameters Q s , µ 1 and Q e are set as functions of the angle ϕ in the deviatoric plane of the strain (cf. fig. 1 
. In order to express the independence of the transformation energy on loading type [6, 10] , the product Q s .Q e is assumed independent of ϕ ε . 3 Simulation, strength and weakness of the SMA model
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The elastohysteresis model is implemented in an academic software Herezh++ [12] which can be used as a standalone software or can be connected with Abaqus [11] by an Umat.
Simulations of tensile tests are done with 1 hexaedral element. Simulation of torsion tests are performed on a wire of diameter D=0.1mm and length L=0.6mm. The mesh contains 48 full quadratic elements (399 nodes): 8 hexaedral elements + 8 pentahedral elements in a section, 3 elements in the length which lead to 672 gauss points (5 gauss points along a radius). Boundary conditions are: clamped at upper circular plane surface and imposed rotation at the lower circular plane surface. The average time for one torsion simulation (initial pre-stress + 1 global loop of rotation) is 1200s on one processor 2.5 GHz (∼800 equilibrium iterations).
The isothermal tensile tests presented in figure 2 are used for identification. All other tests are simulated. Model and simulations are performed in finite deformations and large displacements. The parameter identification process is simple, and leads to a model which takes into account physical characteristics of the martensitic transformation, including the tensioncompression assymetry, the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, and the independency of transformation work on the loading type.
We observe that isothermal loops and subloobs (cf. fig. 2 ), are well described based on the concept of discrete memory introduced by Guélin in 1980 [3] . Torsions (cf. fig. 3 , 4) are also well described for temperature higher than A f and lower than M s .
Some improvements have to be done on one hand for isothermal tests in the temperature range M s − A f as shown in fig. 3 in the cases (S=70 MPa, T=-10 0 C and T=0 0 C) and (S=194MPa T=0 0 C and T=20 0 C), and on the other hand for recovery stress strain tests (cf. fig. 5, 6 ). The model gives the trends but must be also improved to represent correctly the hysteresis loop observed during a loop of temperature, particularly for the recovery stress tests, when the imposed deformation is positioned on lower plateau. 
